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O

ne of the most daunting and important responsibilities of the child abuse unit manager or front line prosecutor is the child abuse case screening process. This article will discuss the ethical and practical challenges facing the child abuse prosecutor responsible for child abuse case screening and offers some practical tips and guidelines for handling these duties.

The Case Screening Process

Before child abuse prosecutors begin the case screening process, they should be mindful of the ethical standards that guide them as prosecutors and take the time to refresh themselves with the American Bar Association’s (ABA) ethical guidelines as well as with the National District Attorney Association’s (NDAA) professional standards. The foundation of the work of a prosecutor is spelled out in ABA standard 3-1.2b, entitled, “Function of a Prosecutor: “The prosecutor is an administrator of justice, an advocate, and an Officer of the Court; the Prosecutor must exercise sound discretion in the performance of his or her functions.”

All decisions concerning screening should flow from this foundation principle.

Many cases will come to the child abuse prosecutor for screening via phone, fax, mail or an in-person meeting with the investigative officer. As they speak with the investigators and victims/witnesses of these cases and read and review child abuse investigations, the prosecutor should consider the following:

• Scheduling a personal interview with the child victim.
• Meeting with medical personnel on medically-based questions during the interview.
• Conferencing the case with the investigating officer. Utilizing the expertise of the police officer and seeking their impression of the strengths and weaknesses of the case is an essential component of the case screening process.
• Conference with the case with the investigating officer. This step is integral in the case screening process. If at all possible, the screening prosecutor should never make a final decision about charging on a case until they have conferred with the investigating officer. Utilizing the expertise of the police officer and seeking their impression of the strengths and weaknesses of the case is an essential component of the case screening process.

Thrusting out the potential issues of a case with the investigating officer may often give the prosecutor a different perspective.

• Meeting with medical personnel on medically-based child abuse investigations, particularly in complicated cases such as “shaken baby syndrome.” In speaking with the examining physicians or medical experts on a case, the child abuse prosecutor should make every attempt to accommodate their schedule, including interviewing the physician at their office. It is imperative that before any charge is issued in such a case that there is medical evidence to support the charge along with willingness of the medical expert to testify to those issues. The prosecutor should also seek the opinions of not only the examining physicians on the case but any potential medical experts as well, such as a pediatric radiologist and pediatric orthopedist. Extra legwork at this case screening phase is worth the effort to solidify future medical testimony in the case.

• Scheduling a personal interview with the child victim after a preliminary screening of the investigation if the prosecutor has determined that there are potential issues and concerns that need to be addressed before making a final charging decision.

To avoid further disruptions to the child, the prosecutor should be cognizant of the victim’s individual routines, such as naptime or school schedule. Working with your victim/witness advocate and having them as a third party present during the interview is imperative. In addition, when interviewing the child the prosecutor should defer to any potential issues of competency, bias, and motive and attempt to resolve any troubling inconsistencies in the case.

• Meeting with the families involved to assess the child victim’s ability to testify. This family participation is especially important in child abuse cases where the child is a teenager and may have difficulties speaking with the prosecutor directly about their willingness to testify in court or the child has
certain developmental delays about which the family can educate the prosecutor. A meeting with the family and/or guardian of the child will give the case screening prosecutor valuable insight into the child. In addition, meeting with the child’s child protection worker, if applicable, can often be very helpful.

- Determining if additional investigation or evidence is needed before proceeding. Oftentimes, the prosecutor will need to send the case back to law enforcement for further witness interviews or for an execution of a search warrant to gather further evidence. In some instances, the child may not be ready to testify. The prosecutor should make a note of when they send the case back and for what purpose. Flagging a future date to contact the investigative officer again to determine the status of the ongoing investigation is important.

As the prosecutor comes closer to making a charging decision, they should never let media or family pressures affect them. Every case deserves a thorough and objective screening. ABA ethical standard 42.4 is clear that the prosecutor executing case screening responsibilities should not allow personal or political advantage to become a factor in proceeding with any prosecution. In addition, a prosecutor’s charging decision must never be the result of vindictiveness. 11

If the case screening prosecutor makes a final determination that there is insufficient evidence to issue a charge, they should not delay notification to the appropriate parties. If at all possible, they should never close out an investigation without notifying the investigating officer. The case screening prosecutor should acknowledge and thank them for their hard work on the investigation. In addition, the prosecutor should keep in mind that although they are screening many cases, the matter is often a crisis situation for the child victim and their families. Notification by phone, in person, or in writing of your case screening decision is in order in every case. The prosecutor should make themselves available to the victim and their families to review their decision and to answer any questions they may have. These discussions with family can often be tense and emotional. It is imperative for the prosecutor to explain to all the wishes for the case may differ, the prosecutor represents the state and, if the child may not be ready to testify. The prosecutor should conduct interviews or for an execution of a search warrant to gather further evidence. In some instances, the child may be not ready to testify. The prosecutor should make a note of when they send the case back and for what purpose. Flagging a future date to contact the investigative officer again to determine the status of the ongoing investigation is important. The case screening prosecutor may consider using a computer generated tickler system to docket the investigation. In addition, it is important to always be mindful of the statute of limitations as you return investigations for further work as well as the age of the child. Beware of potential emotional damage that may arise for the child the longer the case remains unresolved. 12

The case screening prosecutor should always remember to document in their file why the case is now closed. Years from now if another prosecutor reviews that file, it will be invaluable if there are detailed notes in the file about why the screening prosecutor chose not to issue charges. 13

The screening prosecutor should also consider keeping screened out files in their office or a designated separate location. They may want to delineate these cases by allegations of child abuse in different areas, such as daycare, school, or clergy abuse. After many years, this may establish a pattern in some areas of their community for further action. In addition, the prosecution may want to retain files as well for civil commitment cases where state law, if applicable, may allow testimony of uncharged criminal investigations to determine if the defendant is sexually dangerous.

Child abuse case screening duties are fraught with many serious practical and ethical challenges. Consistency, objectivity, and compliance with ABA and NDAA ethical standards are essential in this process. By utilizing the above suggestions and guidelines, the prosecutor who assumes this responsibility will maintain fair and ethical standards for themselves and others to follow.
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